Using Inferences: Where are we?

Kelly and Jason grabbed their suntan lotion and slathered it all over themselves. Once they reached a good spot, they laid down their picnic blanket, kicked off their sandals, and ran down to jump into the water. The salty water was a great way to escape the heat!

1. Where does the story take place?  
   a. The park  
   b. The river  
   c. The beach  

2. How do you know?

__________________________________________  
__________________________________________  
__________________________________________

There were so many books to choose from that Jerome and Lena did not know where to start. Jerome ran to the section with adventure stories while Lena went to look at mystery novels. After 10 minutes they met, each holding a book. Jerome got out his birthday money to pay for the books.

1. Where does the story take place?  
   a. The bookstore  
   b. The library  
   c. The toy store  

2. How do you know?

__________________________________________  
__________________________________________  
__________________________________________